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Chapter 10. Reflections  

10.1 Learnings & Limitations 
There are a few potential obstacles that were anticipated and actually encountered during 
this research. 

10.1.1 Anticipated Challenges 
 
Technology Overkill 
During the interview phase, it was expected that clients might display strong curiosity 
regarding ‘Nano technology Product’ mechanics and ask specific, highly technical questions 
about effectiveness and limitations.  
 
Remedial versus Preventive Thinking 
Permanent, ongoing and active prevention is the primary differentiator for ‘Nano 
technology Product’, while remedial methods deal with cleaning, disinfection, scoping, 
control, clearance and disaster regulations; prevention pertains to rules, regulations, 
procedures and precautions, as well as cleaning. It was anticipated that client minds, 
budgets and decision-making might be set on remedial strategies. 
 
Mindset Limitations 
Given that ‘Nano technology Product’ lacks the “4 R’s:” reputation, reference, relation and 
return, and furthermore that most tend to be change-averse, the  hospital procedures were  
seemed to be set in stone, and clients to possess limited mindsets, displaying disinterest in 
the research and the product. 
 
Skepticism 
It was anticipated that the client scepticism arising if students would be perceived as 
salespeople pitching products for a company. Further, it was expected that clients might be 
unwilling to disclose sensitive disease control information, potentially putting their hospital 
reputation at risk.  

10.1.2 Actual Challenges 
Throughout the research, all anticipated challenges were not encountered. Technology 
overkill was not an issue as during the interview, technical questions about ‘Nano 
technology Product’ mechanics were not asked, due to the strategy of not using the ‘Nano 
technology Product’ name in an attempt to make it a student research, rather than company 
marketers. Remedial thinking was in fact experienced in interviews, however experts were 
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willing to discuss and consider preventive procedures in addition to their well-established 
remedial methods. Contrary to the expectations on mindset limitations, clients displayed 
interest in the research and product, though they did confirm that hospital procedures are 
often difficult to change. Finally, during the field study, little scepticism was experienced; 
interviewees spoke openly in response to student inquiries and perceived it  as academic 
researcher rather than company representative. 
 
Surprisingly, some unexpected challenges during the course of the project were encountered. 
To mention few: 
 
-Language Barriers 
-Difficulty Contacting Experts 
-Lack of Response to Online Survey 

10.2 Value Created 

Overall, this research project provides ‘The Company’ with a detailed overview of key 
European markets, as well as a specific and targeted entry strategy. The study exceeded 
expectations by acquiring a plethora of additional materials, including data-books with details 
and statistics on German healthcare practices, diagrams and handouts from Dutch institutions, 
relevant disease control articles and databases, notes on speaker sessions from the ESCAIDE 
conference, and most importantly, a detailed future contact list with over 100 hospital 
hygiene experts. 

This case study has equipped ‘The Company’ with the customer landscape information, 
analysis, recommendations and network it needs to take the next step into broad 
commercialization of ‘Nano technology Product’ in European markets. 

 
 
 
 




